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6 Part Video Course Whether you are an online or offline business owner, as long as you have a website

or landing page, this is a MUST have in your marketing toolbox. This step by step 6 part video series,

takes you by the hand and shows you how to use Twitter, to get extremely HIGH rankings in Google and

other search engines. On top of that, you will learn how to increase the responsiveness of your twitter

followers, and perform very simple services for offline businesses, that can land you a couple of thousand

dollars, and help them get more customers! It's a win-win situation for ALL! Here's a list of this 6 part

video series in more detail Video #1: Quick Overview and What You Need In this video, you will be given

a brief overview of what will be discussed in this video series. Once you understand that and the tools you

need...PLUS the basic concepts (how to get ranked quickly and drive targeted prospects to your landing

page)...then, and only then should you move on to the rest of the video series with ease. Best of all, the

tools that are being used in this video series are free, saving you money to buy this video series. Video

#2: Keyword Research So, why keyword research? Keyword research happens to be the lifeblood of

online marketing and in this video, you'll understand why it falls into play. It's the first and most important

step. Best of all it's easy to understand. Video #3: Tweeting Tweeting as you know, is the act of sending a

140 character message through Twitter. But in this video, you'll learn how to tweet correctly, with intent to

rank high on the search engines. Video #4: Content is Key Yes, Content Content Content! Content is

definitely key and has an important role in this step by step system. You need it, if you want to build

credibility around your website. In this video, you will learn what content you should provide. Don't worry,

you don't have to create tons of content, a report, or an ebook. We're talking about just a few pieces of

content, that will help show your prospects your expertise. Video #5: Marketing and how to Boost your

SEO Rank By now, you have created what's needed to get ranked high on the search engines. However,

you also need to drive traffic and convert your visitors into either leads, or buyers. We won't go into a lot

of conversion details now, because that's a completely different topic, that we will cover in another video

series. However, you will learn a few quick and easy marketing techniques, to help boost your SEO
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rankings, even further, thereby driving even more traffic to your site. Video #6: Increase the Response of

your Followers In this video, you will learn how to increase the response from your Twitter Followers, and

boost your credibility, by using this simple trick. Don't worry, it's all legal, but most Twitter users don't even

use this... Readymade sales page is included with this product, additional relevant product materials such

as sales graphics, product eCover, editable .psd files, Wordpress theme, adsense niche site and etc may

included with the product.
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